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PHOTO COURTESY GEOLOGIC SURVEY 

ONLY YESTERDAY 

When members of the Hayden Expedition trekked through 

the northern Great Plains in 1870 they found the land 

covered with a profuse growth of native grasses. Within 

the memory of men now living, cover like that shown above 

flourished over wide areas, protecting the soil against the 

high winds, keeping it porous and in condition to absorb 

the rainfall. 

Ahi 



GRAZING HERDS 

The Plains grass provided excellent leed for sheep and 

cattle, but the early stockman was careless in his use of 

nature's bounty. Too often he overgrazed the range and 

thinned out the native cover that protected the soil against 

rain and wind. "Blow spots"-areas where the soil lay 

completely exposed to the high prairie winds--- began to 

appear and multiply. 

L 
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INTRODTJC TION 

The erosion of soils through the action of rain water 

ami that from meltinG snow is almost universal in its 

occurrence. The graãuai erosion and. leveling of the 

country is inevita1le, being a process which has gone on 

as long as there has been free water on the surface of the 

earth. Nevertheless, this process is an extremely slow 

one where the idscae is naturally covered. with vegetation, 

ana. ts greatly speeaed. by every mechanical disturbance of 

the earth's surfaces resulting froni men's activities. 

Under certain eoniitions it becomes needlessly ìestructive. 

The loss of fertile surface soil from the farms of the 

country, alone, represents an enormous economic loss, so 

that the problem becomes a "conservation" problem of the 

first magnitude. But this is only one of the injuries 

which results when water runs off the surface instead. of 

soaking into the ground. as it would under more natural 

or more controlled conditions. One of the greatest of 

these athiltional injuries is represented. by the losses 

and. hardships created. by floods on the small and large 

rivers of the country. The 1927 fiooã. on the lower 

i:ississippi River has done more, perhaps, to attract 

attention to the seriousness of the erosion problem, 

than any other occurrence or series of events. Despite 

the fact that one even larger flood on the Mississippi 

had. occurred before the Mississippi Valley was largely 

placed under cultivation, those who have studied. the matter 
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seriously see a dJreet connection between the occurrence of 

large, d.amaging floods, aiacl the occurrence of erosion on 

the individual farms of the Mississippi Valley. This 

relationship, it is hoped, will be brought out clearly in 

the near future. 

Why should forests be brought into the discussion, or 

erosion treated primarily as a forestry problem? Simply 

because forests represent a more natural condition of the 

land under which erosion does not occur to any appreciable 

degree. This is true of the virgin forest; it may be 

realized to almost as full an extent in the case of well- 

managed commercial forests, provided the forest floor 

conditions are allowed to develop naturally, being 

undisturbed by fire or excessive grazing or trampling. 

The region discussed in this thesis is essentially, from 

its river Dottorns to the top of its table lands, hardwood 

forest land, and. even soil long cultivated would return, 

through a brush stae, to hardwood forests and. grass-lands, 

were nature given a free hand. It should be evident, there- 

fore, that it would be a simple and inexpensive matter to 

attain a much greater degree of protection from erosion than 

now exists, by allowing the natural forest and grass-land 

to regain its foothold on many of the steeper slopes, where 

the most destructive erosion originates, later eating its 

way back into the level fields. In some cases it would 

complicate considerabl:- the management of a farm to permit 

this to occur; in others it would be done with actual 
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benefit to the farm as a whole; in still other cases the 

anount of erosion occurring, and. causing darne to a number 

of' farms, to roads, and. to the community as a whole, is so 

reat as to raise the question whether the public interests 
do not dern. that portions of the land. be d.evoted. to 

timbcr-rowing rather than to f arLain. Such Tfl 

situations are, fortunately, so few that they would. have 

no appreciable effect on the farming community as a whole. 

It was because of the possible public service which 

forests might rend.er, along with engineering works and 

better methods of land. management, toward. the d.ecreasin 

of erosions on farms and of its far-reaching effects beyond. 

them, that the Forest Service together vtith other depart- 

ments in the Department of Agriculture decided. upon a study 

of erosion in the G-reat Plains region. VJith cooperation 

between state and federal forces, a wide scope of inves- 

tigation his been carried out and has shown that erosion 

problems are not purely of local interest. But still 
another purpose is served by 'cringing inbo the discussion, 

in addition to the s:ill of the engineer, what may be 

called the TmnataralisticTT point-of-view of the forester, 
which means, in tuis case, merely a proper recojnition of 

the importance of the natural balance between vegetation 

and soil. 



DUST 

In the early 1930's came years of extremely low rainfall. 

Even less moisture than usual fell on the parched ground. 

The Plains soil lay exposed, fine, and dry-a perfect target 

for high prairie winds. In 1934 the winds came, lifting 

the soil high, to darken the sun across the continent and 

to travel on for hundreds of miles over the Atlantic Ocean. 

That "black blizzard" was the first of its kind in United 

States history. Today such widespread dust storms are 

occurring with an almost appalling regularity. 



THE PLOW 

The Settler who followed the stockman usually brought 

along a sod-breaking plow in his covered wagon. Home- 

steading laws required him to put a certain portion of his 

allotment into cultivation. A few decades later demands 

for increased wheat production to supply World War needs 

resulted in the plowing of vast additional tracts. Through 

the 1920's the trend away from grazing toward small-grain 

farming continued. A great area of native grassland was 

turned under, its soil laid bare to the action of wind 

and rain. 
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EXTENT OF EROSION DEVASTA'fIOi'T 

According to estimates of the Unite9. States L-areau 

of Chemistry and Soils and other authentic sources, ari 

erosion inventory of the United States as a whole is as 

rollows: 

ThirtT-five million acres totally ru.ined aid 

ai;andoned in 1934 as compared to 10,000,000 acres in 

1910 (3). 

Partial or complete stripping of topsoil on 100,000, 

000 acres of remaining cultivated land.. 

Five hundred thirteen million tons of suspended silt 

annually transported to river mouths, in addition to vast 

quantities of soil and. sand from uplands which never reach 

the open seas lut spread out and lodge on rich bottom lands 

and. choke culverts, pu'blic streams, and reservoirs. 

Two hundred seventy million tons of dissolved. matter 

containin 3,000,000 tons of plant food. material removed 

from fields and. pastures of the United. States and. delivered 

to the oceans every year (3). This represents a rate of 

fertility exhaustion twenty-one times greater than that 

reanired. to produce a crop of corn. 

The tan1hle money loss to the citizens of the United 

States due to erosion approximates 400,000,000. annually. 

In the judgment of the Uississippi Valley Committee this 

justifies a federal expenditure of $20,000,000. a year 

for erosion control and. prevention. 



In view o± the fact that we have ccnsidered the [Jnited. 

States as whole in the preceec1in figures, let us turn to 

the Great Plains region ami. compare. (17)Montana, Ilyoming, 

Colorado, Hew Mexico, the Dakotas, Kansas, Nebraska, 

Oklahoma, and Texas are included. in the Plains region. 

From early 1937 bulletins, we ottained the fo11owin 

percentages: 91.6 percent of all erosion bg wind. occurs 

in this area; 83.3 percent of the area in the Great Plains 

region has been a±fected. to a variable öegree by winã. 

erosion damage of one type or another. Water erosion over 

the area presents a serious problem locally. 13.6 percent 

of the water erosionoccurs in this area; about 42.5 

percent of this area has been affected by water erosion. 

The windbelt area, which includes Nebraska, Kansas, 

Colorado, and. Texas, shows exceedin1y more damage than 

the water eroded areas. (lO)According to the 1935 census 

there viere 16,805 farms and rnches in the area, averaging 

1,060 acres each in size and valued at a total of $189, 

876,291. The largest percentage of these farms have since 

been abandoned because of wind erosion. 

later erosion has affected the land. on all slopes, 

nhi1e wind erosion has affected 

to a ::reater extent. (20)s to 

mostly, we have 79.3 percent of 

percent of idle lands, and. 26.9 

affected by serious erosion. L 

vegetation are, therefore, less 

5 

lands of smooth topography 

the classes of lands affected 

cultivated. lands, 89.4 

percent of pasture lands 

nd.s covered by native 

erodible than the cultivated. 
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GUTTERS 

The Farmer who runs his plow straight up and down the 
side of a slope creates a whole series of "gutters" which 
drain the water rapidly off the land. Swift-moving water 
is not easily absorbed by the earth. It carries enormous 
quantities of soil off the field. Eventually, the water cuts 
deep ruts that impede the progress of farm machinery. 
Yields denuded down to sterile subsoil, or stone, offer no 
basis for a profitable program of cultivation. 

A 
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or id.le lanö..s, even in their present coniition of greatly 

epletea vegetative cover. At the same time, the 

surprisingly large amount of damage on the pastare lands 

is striking evidence of the extent and intensity of 

erosion in recent years. 

iIiiDS OF EROSION 

There are various kinds of erosion which, in turn, 

liave their damaging effects under the many e:isting con- 

ditions. Sheet erosion is considered by the United States 

Bureau of Soils as 'oein the most dangerous. This is 
because sheet erosion run-off can 'ce in progress over a 

period of time without leaving a noticeable or visible 
effect to the land. (4)Sheet erosion is usually the fore- 

runner of all kinds of land. erosion caused by water run-off. 
I-i; is the process going on when a smooth, even surface is 
washed by rain. This can best be examplified on a road 

surface, hard-packed pasture, or a field which had not 

been cultivated recentlT, since the loose soil of a 

cultivated field does not cut evenly. The topsoil par- 
ticals which sheet erosion washes from the fields contains 

a iarpe portion of plant food ¡aaterials needed for the 

raising of commercial crops. The extent of sheet erosion 

is very difficult to determine due to its non-visible 
effects. However, every cultivated field in the Plains 
region is highly susceptable and, more times than not, one 

will find upon close examination that sheet erosion is 
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having or has had. some effect on any particular field. 

The more advanced stage of sheet erosion is called 

string erosion, or fin;er erosion and often is referred to 

as shoe-string ullying'T. These terms imly the for- 

mation of tiny gullies 'Thich converge toward. the lowest 

point of the field, aM through this concentration the 

witer acquires greater and greater cutting and carrc,rin 

power. 4.S for an example one may refer to each furrow of 

a freshly cultivated cornfield. String erosion (the name 

we will use when referrin; to this type of erosion) is, in 

realitT, the advanced stare of sheet erosion and the first 

stage of gully erosion. It is usually started to greater 

devastation by the speed by which rain falls or the amolt 

of water to fall on a certain area during a given period. 

SLrin erosion extends throughout the Great Plains area 

and intensive control measures have been set up to "corral" 

its spread. id also to correct the damage already insued. 

ihen string erosion attains sufficient magnitude so 

that the channels for the water are not readily cbwaged. or 

obliterated, the rirocess is called gullying. G-ullying may 

go to any depth or extent that the conformation of the 

ground, the fall to a permaaent channel, or the character 

of the substrat will permit. Gullies 100 feet in depth 

are not uncommon and in fact, have no definite limits. 

When u1lies cease to extend in width or depth they are 

said. to be "healing". Gulch is a term applied. to a "healed" 

gully. The extent of ullyin» can read.ilT be recognized by 



a mere observation of the area. 1935 data show that the 

states in the Plains re;ion have suffered. baa1 from gully 

erosion. This erosion process has been siudie. intensively 

the last four years an the 1937 results show that "gully- 

ingTT is caused. entirely by the amount of rainfal1 on the 

area "in relation to time". Many of the Great Plains 

states have varying rainfalls as to localities. Parts of 

Kansas, Tebraska, and. Oklahoma have rain storms, during 

the suamer months, which pour raill for a short period of 

time. Lecords show that one-half inch of rainfall in five 

minutes is not uncommon in this area. .Uso, si:: inches of 

rain in thirty minutes has occureö. in some parts of the 

area. ccording to tests made, the amount of rainfall is 
not important, but the "time" in which it falls. A slow 

rain will so: into the soil up to 90 percent, but a hard 

beating rain will run off and. only a small percent will 

soak into the soil. Tests show that a rain which falls at 

the rate of one-half inch in five minutes, only 10 percent 

or less will soak into the soil. This shows the carrying 

force o± water during a hard rain and, also, shows why 

gullies appear at such an alarming rate. 
Bank-cutting is another and final form of water 

erosion which, as already stated, may occur even in 

permanent streams. The term may be considered to apply to 

the entire process by which the course or position of a 

stream is changed. Bank-cutting on one side of a stream is 
often accomsnied by the formation o± sand. bars, and. 
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eventually by land. forrnin at another point, but the great 

inconveniences usually caused. by such changes are obvious. 

It should. he realized that inevitably the finest of the 

soil material is carriel a great distance by the streams 

before being depositeö., and the l'idowner who is robbed 

of bottom land. is seldom compensated in kind. The form- 

ation of rich fields on the Arkansas bottoms of Oklahoma, 

by material carried away from the fieNs and creek-bottom 

pastures of Kansas, is not a source of uch satisfaction or 

compensation to the Kansas farmer. 

Gullying is the advanced form of soil erosion by 

water, hit we have another erosion which is as devastating, 

or ore so, in some areas. This is wind erosion. Wind 

erosion is one of the most destructive forces operating in 

tWe G-reat Plains country today, and. its seriousness is only 

partly realized. Where spectacular 'TblowoutsT occur, as in 

the so-called "Dust Bowl", it is easy enough to recognize 

the dang , er, but over roach of the Plains region there has 

been a Steady movement of the topsoil ever since the sod 

was broken up to make way for crops. Every season the 

high winds take their toll of the layer of the fertile 

topsoil, and when it is realized that this layer is rel- 

atively thin and that it requires centuries to form an 

inch of it, it is not hard to see that wind alone can 

eventually transform the region into a desert. Besides 

blowing topsoil, the wind in this region has blown plants 

out by their roots. Studies made of wind erosion have 
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found. only one solution and that is protection. Shelter- 

:elts as a solution to control wind. erosion will be 

discussed under control methods used. later in this thesis. 

Iind. erosion extends over Kansas, ITebraska, Colorado, 

New iexico, and. Texas. Recent years have shown extensive 

devastation in this area. 

THE EFFECT OF EROSION ON SOIL FERTILITY 

Nature cave the Great Plains an unusually fertile 
soil. Throih long ages the native grasses and. legumes 

;rovring upon the prairies were returned to the soil. 
fter the prairie sod was broken, the productivity of the 

soil gradually decreased., because the supply of organic 

matter in which much of the available plant-food material 

is held. was destroyed by cultivation. Erosion has been 

ari important factor in many parts of the region in re- 

moving much of this organic matter as well as the fine 

silt particles of the surface soil. Little effort has 

been made to repair the danage of the past fifty years. 

There are many different kinds of productive soil in 

this area, but due to erosion only the marl soils remain in 

many localities. (8)The heavy soils have suffered from 

water erosion and. the light and. sandy soils have suffered 

from wind erosion. Erosion takes frani the soil lirie, 

nitrogen, organic matter, and. phosphorus in that order. 

These three elements listed, although severely attacked., 
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are not the only elements that suffer from erosion. ll 

elements suffer to some extent. 

To et the full significance of soil fertility and. 

erosion, let us consider the method.s or rrocesses by which 

sDil loses its fertility. The loss or d.ecrease of 

fertility is d.ue to: (1) removal of the plant food. by the 

crops, (2) loss of soil by erosion, (3) removal of soluable 

material or through leaching, and (4) loss of particles 

by blowing. Late bulletins published. by the Kansas 

Agricultural Experiment Station show that water erosion 

and. wind, erosion are the most damaging. This depends 

upon the locality. 'ater erosion is more severe in the 

Southern area while the wind, is more severe in the Lorthern 

area' 

One of the most important sources of loss of fertility 

from cropped. land. has been through the soil erosion 'by 

water. :any of the older soils of the world. have 'been 

almost devastated. by this process. The results of exper- 

iments carried on in recent years show that the loss may 

be extremely rapid from cultivated land. In the humid 

sections of the country practically every hillside affords 

an example of this destructiveness of soil erosion. It is 

undoubtedly depleting the fertility of rollins land. at a 

:ore rapid rate than is the removal of crops or other 

farm products. 

In many places in the light rainfall region and in 

certain other regions, the wind. may transfer or transport 
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iust and. fine soil particles in great quantities and. for 

long distances. Under such condition soils in local areas 

ma suffer severe losses of fertility. The loss occurs 

when the soil has relatively little or no crop cover 

during periods of heavy winds. During severe storms small 

plants may te lovin out as the surface soil is removed. 

The soil is usually deposited in low or rotected. places 

comparable to snow when drifteö. by the wind. The amount 

of loss due to this meens has never been measured accurately. 

1937 ul1etin states that the Great Plains region, 

co'mon1y referred to as "the 'oread. bas:et of the nation", 

is d.eterioratin so badly from wind that the area will 

soon econ-te "The Great American Desert". 

MECHA.NICAL METHODS OF CONTROL 

Soil badlr eroded by gullies may be repaired by dams. 

Small gullies can be controlled. by temporary dams. Soil 

erosion is caused by the speed with which water run-off 

occurs, and dams are so d.esined as to slow up the water 

and. allow the soil to remain in place or settle. (l)Temp- 

orary dams in suall gullies will slow up the water so that 

the dirt will settle, and. through a period of time, the 

gully will fill up and. the dam will be destroyed. Dams 

for small i11ies can "0e of TTmakeshifttT construction. 

Poles, posts, brush, etc., may be used. in such a way as to 

slow up the water run-off and. allow sedimentation. If all 

small ¿-u11ies received attention immediately, the cost o± 



EMERGENCY COVER 

In Some parts of the region, emergency cover crops 

such as sorgo, Sudan grass, oats, and fall rye are used 

successfully to protect the soil and at the same time to 

provide needed feed when drought or blowing has ruined 

the pay crop. When listed in loose soils, they mature 

with minimum moisture in those sections adapted to such 

crops. The high stubble provides effective winter cover. 
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STOCK WATER 

Dams built across natural drainageways will hold back 

the moisture that is so valuable to the Plains farmer. 

Careful range management includes an even distribu- 

lion of livestock over the range so that desirable grasses 

are not grazed down too closely and destroyed as a source 

of feed or as a protective mantle for the soil. Properly 

located reservoirs permit more even use of the range, 

satisfy family needs, and furnish havens for wildlife. 
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control \iould be negligible. 
However, when a lare gully must be controlled, 

temrorary darns are ineffective and, if used consistently 

enough to give results worth mentioning, will, over a 

reriod of years, cost ore than perrnent structures. 

Recent experiments have proved that the earth-fill soil- 

saving d.aiis are the raost practical, both in monetary value 

and. construction. ±1his data is r.ierely earth darn with a 

pipe or pipes through it to regulate the flow of water. 

The daai obstructs the gully and therefore retains the water. 

The pipes are used to allow a slow rim-off after sedimenta- 

tion has taken place above the dn. 
Other permanent structures have proved satisfactory, 

hut recuire a larger cost. Concrete dans with spiliways 

are recornmended. in soue areas. The purpose of concrete 

dais is to slow up the water partially, 'out in the main 

they only afford. a hard. surface for the water to flow over 

after the d.amTs capacity is filled. Rocks may be piled. 

in gullies and. held iia place lay stakes or posts, but have 

not proven satisfactory for intensive erosion. The cori- 

struction of concrete drainage ditches has met erosion 

control requirements in some areas. The object of these 

ditches is to obtain the water from a head. and allow it to 

flow across an area which would. erode badly. The difficult 
part of this rnethod is to maintain a retaining head for the 

dit c h. 

Javing in mind, the above methods, we offer the following 
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summary for u11y erosion control. 

. 1, Tue control and reclamation of ¿-ullies is primarily 

a matter of reueing run-off anö. checking erosion veloci- 

ties. In this fie1, as in other fields of endeavor, 

prevention is much easier and more economical and effective 

than corrective treatment. 

2. wherever feasiile, cutting off the flow aiove the 

heads of gullies y means of terraces is the most effective 

single remedy that can be applied. 

3. Velocity reducing structures in sullies may be 

grouped into three classes: temporary dams, semi-perma- 

nent dans, and permanent or soil-saving; dams. Conditions 

overninc choice in any given case are: cost, degree of 

dependence to be placed on vegetative cover, will to 

provide necessary maintenance, and phrsical, environmental, 

and. human factors. 

4. Brush cheek-daus seem most effective in regions 

where sandy soils predominate. This is tre to a lesser 

extent of all check-dans. Brush dams should not be used 

in other soils unless constant care can be assured. 

5. It is essential that livestock be fenced out of 

ul1ies being controlled. by check-dams, and this is a 

desirable featire for flr method. of control. 

6. Gully control results in a reat benefit both to 

the private landowner and to the public; to the lanci owner 

in the form of soil and moisture conservation and lower 

tillase costs; and to the public in the form of reduced 
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flood heights, clearer streams, and lower maintenance 

charres for brides, drainage ditches, and navigable water- 

ways. In addition, adjoining owners of level lands are 

insared against overwash by barren soil and there is a 

vital community interest in maintaining the ability of all 

citizens to ay their share of the tax burden. 

7. Intelligence insists that the evil be combatted at 

its source and good land. protected from shameful losses 

without waiting for gullies to aear. This will ultimately 

require major changes or adjustments in the past land-use 

policies, better soil improvement and cropping practices 

on the cultivated land which remains; and the employment 

of every conceivable device to retard run-off ana. increase 

the absorptive power of soils, and reduce, or possibly 

eli:ninate, surface velocity. o plan and carry out a 

balanced conservation program on a scale commensurate with 

the need is indeed a staggering challenge. 

Erosion always accompanies cultivation. The more 

intensive and repeated. the practice of cultivation without 

following a well-planned. crop rotation, the greater will 

be the degree of soil losses by washing. The c-reat Plains 

region has a large portion of its area under cultivation 

and., due to this fact alone, offers many problems in 

relation to continued cultivation and. erosion control. 

7ater erosion has been controlled, to a great extent through 

terracing. Terracing means that the cultivation is done 

with the contours o± the land.. All crops which are saitable 



TERRACING 

Any Obstucle in the path of flowing water decreases its 

cuffing power and promotes its absorption by the soil. 

A terrace system consists of a series of broad-based ridges 

of earth thrown up across a sloping field on the contour. 

These sturdy barriers slow down even the heaviest rains. 

Often they are provided with drainage facilities in the 

form of a protected outlet to handle the excess water. 



STRIP CROPPING 

A Solid stand of clean-tilled crops such as corn leaves the 

soil largely unprotected against racing waters or blustering 

winds. Farming in strips or alternating bands of clean- 

tilled and close-growing crops reduces these hazards. 

Planted on the contour, the close-growing strips of hay and 

small grain check the downhill rush of water and filter out 

its soil load. Laid out across the path of the prevailing 

winds, they break up the sweeping currents of air and 

blanket the soil with a protective covering. 
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-to the area can be rowri with terracirv;. Some areas such 

as grazing lands are terraced. by means oi' plowing small 

ditches as contours on the lane. These d.itches catch the 

water as it falls md ho1. it for absorption. Therefore 

te water run-off anö water velocity is negliible. Crops 

such as corn said the lecuies can be cultivatecl throughout 

the season without a11oiing erosion. In fact with this 

method. of control, it is better to cultivate so that the 

soil will not create a hard. crust on its surface. This 

hara crust retards absorption and. will eventually cause 

run-off unless the area has a permanent vegetative cover. 

Because terracing catches all the water, aa outlet ïiust 

be maintained in areas of frequent rain storms. These 

outlets should. oe constructed of wood., concrete, or some 

other non-washins material that will not retard the run- 

off at that point. The construction of these outlets or 

TTaropsT' is the most ö.ifficult part of terracing. It is 

true that in some areas outlets are not necessary, 'but the 

major portion of the Plains region necessitates such de- 

veloprnent. To locate the position for i outlet, one 

should use an engineering level. This is to locate the 

relative elevation of all major points on the field. This 

,ror: is teing done 'by government men d is done for any 

far:er ;iho requests it. 

Terracing is very important becaase it is a method of 

prevention rather than a control measure; however, (9) it 

is a control for sheet erosion to a great e:tent. Large 

areas in the Plains region are being terraced each year, 



ROUGH TILLAGE 

Rough tillage is practiced both as an emergency meas- 

ure to check wind erosion, and regularly, to protect soil 

from blowing, and to conserve moisture. Basin listing, 

which creates a series of "pockets" over the surface of a 

field, provides ridges on which wind has little effect and 

permits maximum storage of rain or snow water. Rough 

tillage also may be done with a duck foot cultivator or 

other implements which leave a roughened surface. 



CONTOUR FURROWS 

Gruss needs water just as crops do. To insure an abun- 

dant growth of pasture grasses, the farmer or stockman 

should make every provision to save all the rain that 

falls. Shallow furrows run on the contour will trap the 

rain and spread it over the pasture. Thickened cover 

furnishes additional feed for livestock and extra pro- 

tection for the soil. 
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an the practice of terracing is quickly ein adapted to 

various areas for the purose of eöucation for the land- 

owners. 

Although large areas are being terracea., several of 

the smaller areas are being 1eveled. Leveling is an 

expensive process, but permanent, and. only fields of nearly 

level character can be leveled. profitably. However, 

several small areas are now being partly leveled. This 

means that the high knol1 are topped. leaving a:wre roll- 

ing type of lanci. Small fields and. many gard.en plots are 

being completely leveledi. This process necessitates the 

use of an engineerin; level and. a personnel with engine- 

ering experience. The government is now leveling several 

field.s, partly as an experiment aria. partly y request of 

various landowners who wish to save their land. 

The refilling of ditches was the first method used 

for erosion control. Due to the experimental stage of 

other methods, it was also considered quite satisfactory. 

Recent studies, however, show that the filling of ditches 
caused by erosion is extremely worthless. As a matter of 

fact, refilling ditches is not controlling the source, but 

is just trying to cover up the damage. The government is 

advising against ditch refilling as it is work exerted 

toward undesirable results. 



GULLY CONTROL 

Shrubs, grass, and trees will convert an unsightly, field- 

destroying gully into a stabilized waterway and a covert 

for wildlife. Fruits, berries, firewood and fence posts may 

be produced for home or farm use. Check dams built 

of brush, wire, stone, or other materials also help in the 

process of stabilization. 



TREES 

Trees Are treasured in the Plains country. Properly 

placed, usually on the windward side of fields and farm- 

steads, they break the force of the wind and reduce the 

wind erosion of adjacent soils. By diverting hot winds 

upward, they decrease evaporation with its drying of 

soils and its "burning" of crops. 



Profile of a Nebresica Farm 

This shows the common relationship of the fie].ds, Destures, and forest, as determined by the tonograDhy. 
More often than not the table-lands are in units senarate from the farms of the bottoms and terraces. 

CROPS AND EROSION 

Crops play no little nart in erosion control in the 
Great Plains region. Since the area is a farming area to 
a great extent, commercial crops are foremost in consider- 
ation. To raise crops on land which is eroded or is stth- 
ject to erosion recuires a knowledge of the growing habits 
of the varioms 1ants practical to the region. G-oirerninent 

experiments have shown that le{;ume crops are the most de- 
sirable crops for erosion control. On eroded land. legme 
crops will tend to build up tue soil by depositing nitrogen 
in the soil, while on areas not eroded they keep the soil 
intact. The reason for their prevention of erosion is that 
they grow long taproots which establishes ui chorage 
caDable 01' resistinç-: the forces of erosion. However, the 
fact that leg'nes may be the highly desirable family of 
plits to grow, does not mean that erosion cannot be held in 
check by proper cultivation of other commercial crops. It is 



PROTECTION 

Scattered stubble affords scant protection for the soil, but 

it is much better than none at all. Instead of plowing 

under his stubble after harvest, the farmer should leave a 

crop residue through the winter months. The stalks help 

to protect the soil from blowing in winter. The roots bind 

the soil and keep it on the field. 

- j, ,. ____. 



ON THE LEVEL 

Crop Rows winding around the slope on the contour or true 

level of the land present a ridged surface to the escaping 

rain water or melted snow. Moisture trapped behind 

these ridges has ample time to sink deep into the soil and 
is unable to pick up the speed necessary for wholesale soil 

removal. The additional moisture held on the land helps 

keep the soil in proper condition to resist blowing and 
stimulates protective vegetative growth. 
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true that many acres of ihe G-reat Plains should. be re- 

ostaìüished. in grassland., but there are many acres which 

cari be cultivated successfully to obtain d.esirecl results. 
Grasslanis should 1e maintainel on upper slopes and. trees, 
which villi be discussed later, maintained on s1ope-1re&cs. 

This allows the rolling land. below a fair amoirnt of cul- 

tivation without; extreme ianger from overvash. Grassland. 

areas should be maintained. throughout the area. A recent 

'o'ìlletin on Emergency Erosion Control states that proper 

vegetative cover on certain areas is the only way to insure 

stable protection against erosion. The proper vegetative 

cover refers to perennual plants whi.ch will grow and. re- 

produce naturally on the area. 

Erosion starts in spots and. gradually expands until 
the entire area is waste-land. Recent studies have been 

carried on to determine what spots are the most susceptable. 

Protection of the more susceptable spots would. lead to 

cor.p1ete protection on the entire area. For water, spots 

of decreasing rade will allow the water to attain a velocitr 
which in turn will wash the area. (18)For wind, spots of 

nearlT level r rade are rriore susceptable as the wind is 
allowed to "sweep" across the soil. stable perennial 

plant with proper maintenance will protect against water 

erosion on the steeper slopes while proper cultivation of 

commercial crops will protect on the more level areas. 

Wind erosion devastation tces place on a large area---- 
with all the area being devastated at the sane time. 



SHELTERBELT PLANTINGS, 1937 
(Segregated by States) 

No. of No. trees planted in 
State Miles of Acres In farms No. trees planted replacements, compie- Total No. 

r- - shelterbelt p1anttions served in new plantations tions and improvements trees planted 

North DakotaX. 82.0 902 114 720,000 3,210,000 3,930,000 

South Dakota.''. 144.0 1,728 290 1,583,900 2,481,800 4,065,700 

Nebraska ...... . 338.6 4,087 529 ,050,593 1,421,351 3,471,944 
t- 

Kansas 201.6 2,333 367 1,210,674 2,046,545 3,257,219 

Oklahoaa 332.9 3,672 585 1,837,220 1,214,396 3,051,616 

Texas 225.5 2,561 280 1,340,033 1,290,475 2,630,508 

TOTALS 1,324.6 15,283 2,165 8,742,420 11,664,567 20,406,987 

Summary of Shelterbelt Plantings for Previous Years (All States) 

For 1935 125.0 7,514 2,152 5,615,183 5,615,183 

For 1936 ...... . 1,152.8 24,521 2,212 17,526,068 629,810 18,155,878 

GRA1D TOTALS- 2,602.4 47,318 6,529 31,883,671 12,294,377 44,178,048 

NOTE- While all 1935 and 1936 plantations were reported on full mileage and acreage basis, in most cases 
certain rows *ere left blank because of lack of planting stock of the species designated for those rows. 
All such blanks were filled in during 1937, so that the "GRAND TOTAL" figures above show fully planted 
mileage and acreage as they now exist. 

-9- 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
FOREST SERVICE 

Prairie States Forestry Pro.lect 

TREE A1ID SKRUB SPECIES 
USED IN SHELTERBELT PLANTING 

_____. There are, on ei average, 10 rows 
of trees in a shelterbelt strip, Species planted 
cniposed of one or more rows of in State 
each type indicated below - 

i 
Species of tree 
___-á;!g 
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Boxelder ............ X X X L 
Tartarian honeysuckle X X X X 
Blue spruce ......... X X X 
Caragana ............ X X X L L 
Chokecherry X X X X X 

_ 
X 
_ 

Li i ac X X X X X X X X 
WI ld plum X X X X X X X X 
Russian Olive X X X X X X X X 
Gre en ash .......... . X X X X X X X X 
AniericanElm ....... X X X X XX X X 
Chinese Elm ........... X X X X X X X X X 
Bur Oak ............. X X X X X X X X 
Hacklerry X X X X X X X X 
Honey i ocust X X X X X X X X 
Cottonwood X X XXX X X 
Willows (moist sites) X X X X X X X X X X X 
Red o e dar ....... X X X X X X X 
Ponderosa pine ...... X X X X X X X 
Austr ian pine ....... , X X X X X X 
Black walnut ........ X X X X X X X 
Russianmulberry X X 
1ack locust ....... . X X X X X X 
Catalpa ............. X X L .L L. L 
O sage- o r ange ....... X X X X X X 
Coffee tree ......... X X X X X 
Tamarisk ............ X X XXX 
Apricot ............ X X X X X 
Desert wi'low X X X T 
Pecan .................. X X XX 

- 10 - 
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Soil cover 'oy eros is the only sure protection, however, 

these crops must e protected. as much as ossible. From the 

wori "protection" (used in relation to wind) the word 

"shelterbelt'1 was derived. 

The word "shelter'ùelt" is an old and well-estathlished 

terr which, to one on the Plains, signifies a tree wind- 

break. (l0)À tree windbreak has prover to te a most de- 

sirable protection against wind erosion. The "Shelterbelt 

Project" in its original form is not in practice today, but 

a more practical forri has been established and its success 

has been proven exLensively. The l9f? form of the Shelter- 

belt Project consists oÍ a mutual agreement between the 

landowners and. the United States Forest Service. This 

agreement is that the Forest Service will furnish arid plant 

the trees, and the landowners will ne lancI preparation, 
fencing, cultivation, and maintenance. The total cost is 

divided between them at about 50 iercent each. 

The ±orm of Shelter'oelt plantings is arranged so that 

areas or fields of wind erosion character will be protected 

'av planting trees on the windward side. The cost per acre 

3f establishinr shelterbelts has fallen steadily each year, 

and it seems safe to predict that eventually it will become 

stabilized at around 3O. per acre, with the farmers bearing 

one-half of it. A standard has been set by which a deter- 

reination of the amount of a certain area to be planted which 

will furnish a desirable windbreak. It is now established 

that 8 and one-half acres will windbre: an averae 160-acre 

farm. 
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The survival ana. rate of {rowth of the trees already 

p1ante1 is qaite favora11e. Many trees haire reached the 

height of 15 and 16 feet in two years. The survival per- 

centae is as follows; 1935, 7?.3 are growing; 1936, 

82.4 are growing; anã 1937, 9O are alive. The growth 

of the 1937 trees has been very rapid.. any of the trees 
are alread.:r as tall as a rn (September). These percent- 

ages show that the 193G p1antins have a1reay exerted. a 

marked. influence on the 1an, and. that each year the 

cond.ition for tree growth has improved.. In some instances, 
the 195 p1antings have permitted. the prod.uction of crops 

where that was hazard.ous or even impossible prior to the 

establis1rnent of the wind.1reak. 

CONCLUSION 

In view of the fact that erosion is costing the 

United. States und.eterminecl millions 0±' d.ollars annually, 

large amounts of money could. be spent Drofitably for its 
control. A 2O,OOO,OOO. exiend.iture annually is not a 

large amount of money when one consid.ers that over 

4OO,OOO,OOO. worth of soil is d.epleted. by water erosion 

alone. The Great Plains region is suffereing to a greater 
extent than the remaining part of the United States, and. 

this Imnecessary d.epletion of soil will eventually d.eprive 

the entire United States of its main natural resource---- 
fertile soil. 

The so-called ?Vbread._basketTl of the nation is suffering 
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from both water and winö erosion. Winì erosion c1amaFce has 

not beei 1eterriineL in stis±actory figures to .ate, but 

one knows that unestimated. millions of dollars of damage 

has been lone and. still other millions will occur ;efore 

adeQuate protection is accomplished.. It is a slow process 

for the Department o± Ariculture and. manr Government 

Bureaus to o'otain the results so necessary or ad.equate 

protection against this evil which has attacked the nation 
extensively in recent years. Experiments in the past d 

present have determined many control methods, mad. it is 
bhrouh proper elucation o±' the nation as a whole that these 
methods will 'be put to valuable use. Many people have fled 
the Dust Bowl and say that the area is completely destroyed 
for future ariculture use, vi}iile others have remained. and., 

through c;overnment aid and supervision, have t&cen the first 
steps toward control of this «;reat menace. 

The Great Ilains region has been greatly damaged.. 'but 

not beyond repair. True----it will t&:e many years to repair 
saine areas, 'out many areas can be repaired in a much shorter 
time, and still other areas ure only in need of protection 
at the present time. This protection now will mean number- 

less dollars in the future. Also, revention methods on 

unerod.ed. lands will tend. to pat erosion on a decreasing 
rate of increase which is the first step toward erosion 
control. 
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PROSPERITY 

There is no reason why the northern Great Plains should 

become the "great American desert." Farming opera- 

tions can continue in this broad region for an almost 

indefinite period if farmers will only bring their cropping 

and grazing practices into conformity with natural laws. 

In the last analysis, the farm home depends on the rich- 

ness of the soil and the abundance of moisture. Saving 

soil and moisture in the northern Great Plains will help 

ild better homes and make happier lives. 4 
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